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f'rjtti'ii'MiUl",

I would like to thank Johanna de Jong for her constructive 
criticism.

T. A PARADIGMA ̂

The interpretation of the sociology of fertility adhered to will be 
Hawthorne's; "the study of th« social determinants of human fertility". 
There is, admittedly, an element of arbitrariness in this definition, 
since it isolates a particular one-way chain of causality from a 
network of mutually interacting inter-relationships between social- 
economic, cultural and demographic variables. Our justification to do 
so (which is merely a supplement to the argumentation in favor of such 
a limited definition given by Hawthorne and Freedman) is priamrily 
pragmatic; it is not only changes in fertility we are interested in but 
also ways to change it.—^

Geoffrey Hawthorne: "The Sociology of Fertility", Collier McMillan Ltd. 
1970, Preface; Ronald Freedman in "Social Demography"; Thomas R. Ford 
and Gordon F. de Jong, eds., Prentice Hall 1970, pp. 44-57.
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The viewpoint of applied science w il l  be adopted in search of (manipulable)

determinants of f e r t i l i t y  in order to contribute towards a theory of f e r t i l i t y

regulation within which policy formnlation can be carried out systematically.

Hardly manipulable determinants of f e r t i l i t y  behavior such as Innate Factors,

Psycho-analytic Factors or Family of Origin, w i l l  be disregarded.

A number of gonceptual scheme» for the explanation of f e r t i l i t y  variation
2/exist— and though such framavorks might serve as alternative paradigmas for 

theories of f e r t i l i t y  change they are not useful as a guide to changing 

f e r t i l i t y ,  due to their complexity and the ambiguity of the classifications 

employed.

This paper is an attempt to survey the sociology of f e r t i l i t y  in search 

of elements which may servj?e as constituents of a paradigma of f e r t i l i t y  

regulation and to lay down such a paiadigma.

II. EXnjUJATION OF FERTILITY VARIATION

I t  has become common practice within the sociology of f e r t i l i t y  to take

account of Davis and Blake’ s intermediate variables in any exhaustive treatment

of the causation of f e r t i l i t y  variation. The intermediate variables may be
3/b rie fly  summarized as follow «:— (Table 1)

2 J  See for a summary of such scheatea: James T . Fawcett: "Psicología y Población", 
una publicación extraordinaria del Consejo de Población, 1974, New York, 
many authors such as Conning (1975) and Lira  (1976) develop their own 
basic explanatory framewrk.

V  Kingsley Davis and Judith Blake: "Social Structure and F e r t i l i ty ,  An Analytical 
Framework; in  Charles B. Nam; "Population and Society, A Textbook of Readings", 
Boston, Houghton M iffin , 1968, The concise version is adopted from Arthur M. 
Conning, CELADE, June 1975, Santiago, Chile.
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I. Jijuptiality Variables
1) aga of entry into unions
2) penaanent celibacy
3) divorce, separation, etc.

II. Within Union Variables
A. Bio-social Variables

4) Involuntary abstinence
5) Involuntary infecundity
6) Involuntary abortion
7) Coital frequency a/

B. Deliberate Control
8) Voluntary abstinence
9) Voluntary sterilization
10) The use of contraceptives
11) Induces abortion
Coital frequency, if used for 
control would be placed in the 
"deliberate control" category.

In broad outline, determinants of societal fertility were assumed to fit 
the following model:

Fertility as 
demographic 
variable

a Intermediate<---- variables
Macro

variables

It has, however, coSico be realized that the micro level of perceptions 
within the kinship group'̂ alao be taken up in the paradigma for any
explanation of fertility to be complete, since there is no possible manner
for societal fertility variation to occur without a corresponding change in

4/motivation and behavior at the micro level.—

See, for example, point 28 of the "Report of the Symposium on Population and 
the Family", Honolulu, 6-15 August, 1973.
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It is not, for exantple, a macro variable such as growth of national product
per se, which is of interest in seeking determinants of fertility variation, but
rather the perception of the decision-making unit in the family as to economic
prospects for their household and for society as a whole. Neither is a change
in values of intermediate variables by itself sufficient to bring about a change
in societal fertility, as long as the average couple does not undergo a change

5 /in reproductive motivation.—
The basic paradigms takes the following form:
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________ á_______ B C D
Fertility as a Intermediate! ' Micro Macro j

demographic variable variables 1*”~1 variables variables |

Although neither of the level* B or C may be omitted, their order is rever
sible in the chain of causation; that is, macro variables might influence inter
mediate variables and thereby alter the alternatives for the micro-level (e.g. 
new technology brings new contraceptives on the market which make birth control 
in the family unit more effective^) or they might affect the kinship unit 
first, which causes a shift in the intermediate variables (e.g., economic 
prospects lead heads of families to decide they can afford a fourth child, 
which causes a decrease in the use of contraceptives).

It is essential for this paper to agree upon the necessity of this new 
element in the causal sequence of any variation in societal fertility. There 
is no way of doing without the decision making process in kinship units 
leading to an alteration of reproductve behavior within these units or a shift 
in age of entry into unions, if there is to be any change in societal fertility. 
And no explanation of fertility variation which disregards the microlevel 
can be complete: ±t only gives part of the explanation.

Taking group processes and decisionmaking within the family into account 
does not imply postulating individual rationalitŷ  ̂with regard to reproductive 
target-setting and behavior. A great deal of emphasis should to the contrary, 
be placed upon cultural factors determining ñorms for family size, age at 
marriage, acceptability of contraception, etc., to such an extent that many

Extreme change in particular intermediate variables or changes in all the 
intermediate variables in the same (anti-or pronatalistic) direction of 

course would necessarily affect fertility, but a change in the micro level 
would also be implied.



decisions might better be called "non-decisions" since the behavior is 
regulated so uniformly that it appers completely self-evident and is 
carried out non-thinkingly. Neither are we denying that demographic or 
biological factors nay affect family levels independent of explicit decisions, 
but we are sustaining that any major and more or less stable alteration of 
societal fertility patte?s beyond short-term fluctuations reflects a response 
by ("rational") individuals or ("functional") culture to changed circuastances. 
I'Thether those family decisions are the result of conscious economic reasoning 
or uncritical compliaiice Trtth cultural norms is irrelevant; the point is that 
people are deciding to ira.rry at another age or to behave differently within 
marriage, and any attempt to change fertility levels must work through such 
family processes.

The implications of this addendum, however̂ j. obvious it may seem,are
less self-evident, since it leads to the vietipoint that exclusive emphasis
on a change in the complex of intermediate variables with neglect of the
micro level, does not necensarily affect the societal fertility level.
This boils down to a theoretical standpoint in the debate on the themiC of
the possibility of fertility variation (and regulation) by the mere introduction
of contraceptives (or by faiaily planning programs) iiidependent of or preceding
changes in the institutional structure of societŷ  ̂ If our reasoning has
been correct̂  any change in societal fertility necessarily implies a change
in the decisions taken within familial institutions, for which there must be
certain reafisons . That is to say, there must be a change in circumstances for
the familial institutions leading to an adaptation by altering reproductive
targets. Changes for and within the familial institutions of society are a
necessary condition for changas in societal fertility. Fertility variation
takes place in response to structural change of society affecting the
institutions which constitute its fabric, and this response is formulated
and carried out in a central institution: the kinship unit. Similarly, fertility
differentials within a given society testify to the structural heterogeneity7/of such society.—

CENTRO LATINOAMERICANO OE DEMOGRAFIA -5-

A recent empirical contribution to this discussion may be found in Judith Bláke 
and Prithwis Das Gupta: "Reproductive Motivation Versus Technology: Is recent 
American Experience an Exception? ' in "Population and Development Review", Vol. 1, 
N” 2, Dec. 1975.

Ij Similar theoretical conclusions are reached by German Correa from a structural 
historical line of thought in "Estrategias de desarrollo, poder y población", 
PISPAL, Santiago, Chile, May 1975.
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If we interpret a family planning policy as a policy intended to affect the 
intermediate variables, and if we Interpret a family policy as a policy 
intended to affect the microlevel, we may state that a policy of fertility 
regulation should include both. A central theme in the following pages will be 
to maintain in accordance with the statement of Bucharest that a comprehensive 
policy of fertility regulation implies the integration of fertility considera
tions into the various branches of policy composing the total national 
development policy and to provide a theoretical framework within which the 
foriiiulation of such an integrated policy may take place.

III. THE MICRO LEVEL: KINSIiIP
Since it is onr intention to develop a paradigma for an applied sociology 

of fertility, that is a framework within which at^ complete explanation of 
fertility must take place, we iwiat agre« upon a trana-culturally valid concept 
of Kinship. TJliatever we have to say about the mechanisms which cause the micro- 
level to alter its reproductive behaviour, must be casflit in universal terms: 
terms which apply for every conceivable human kinship structure.

In attempting to find mechanisms fitting Davis and Blake's inteTTmediate
variables in level of abstraction, let us follow their lead and try to base our
analysis on biological premises. Thia is no novelty, since kinship has often
been regarded as a socio-cultural structuring of biologically given facts within

& /the field of ciiltural anthropology.— Interpreting kinship as a social super
structure on a biological basis opens the possibility of reducing relationships 
within kinshaip structures to biologically given, and thus universal, basic 
elements.

It was R.N. Adams who diaected kinship into elementary dyads: "There is
the relationship based on coitus between a imm and a woman, which may bo
identified as the sexual dyad ... There is second, the maternal dyad composed
of mother and child ... and third there is the paterna3. dyad between father and 

9/child AcCSm  himself takes only the sexual and the maternal dyads as

A number of quotations to that effect are for example collected by David 
Schneider (and criticized) in D.M. Schneider: "Kinship and Biology" in 
Marion Levy c.s. : "Aspecta of the Analysis of Family Structure', Princeton University Press, 1965.

9̂/ R.N. Adams: "The Nature of the Family" in "kinship". Jack Goody, ed.. Penguin,1971.
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irreducible units, fundamental ''atoms" of human kin organization and excludes 
the paternal dyad from univeraal status on the grounds that it does not exist 
by virtue of a biological correlate but because of a specific relation towards 
the mother. He describes two cases of matrifocal kinship organization in which 
the father role is not incorporated stably and which, in effect, appears to 
function without it.

I am personally not convinced of the dispensability of the 'pater"
. i c /figure (besides the "ganitor^ since there are ample reasons to belwc 

that the presence of a male role model during certain critical periods of 
childhoodm is a prerequisite for successful sex-role differentiation of the 
offspring.

Moreover, that there is no directly observable biological link between 
a pater and the child, does not exclude the possibility that the fulfillment 
of what Malinowski has called the sociological role of father" is a necessity 
rooted in a biological predisposition of mankind.

Schelsky has reasoned that primary human needs are undifferentiated and 
plastic and therefore require societal normation and stabilization to 
guarantee biological effectiveness. That is to say, that man is a cultural 
creature by biological predisposition. T>ue to the absence of coercive ins
tinctual impulses, the development of human sexuality in such a manner as 
to warrant proper functioning, specifically requires cultural regulation.— ^

IP/ As far as the distinction between pater and genitor is concerned, Lienhardt 
treats it as follows: "In writing of patrilineal societies and following 
Fustel de Coulanges, anthropologists have used terms borrowed from Roman Law, 
to make a verv necessary distinction between the man who is socially and 
legally responsible for a wife’*s children and the man who actually begat 
them. The legal father is the patsr and socially recognized guardian and 
the biological l“ather, the begetror is the genitor". Geoffrey Lienhardt, 
Social Anthropology, Oxford University Press, 1964, p. 95.

11/ Prof. Dr. H. Schlsky "De Sociologie der Sexualiteit", Born, Assen, 1957 
(original German edition 1955). Steven Polgar, using similar arguments 
as Schelsky reaches comparable, though leas explicit, conclusions to \/hich 
he adds that "the involvement of the human male in "parentalism" is not 
biologically determined and thus the degree of involvement in the socia
lization of children of the father (as well as of relatives other than 
parents) is highly variable'*. Steven Polgar: "Cultural Development 
Population and the Family" paper delivered at the Symposium on Pop. and the Family Honolulu, 6-15 Aug. 1973. This is a more articulated view than the 
perspective adopted by Adaras.
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If then, enculturation is a binlogically deterr.iined prerequisites for 
the fulfillment of biological functions, we laay conclude that a male role 
model, which is essential for successful enculturation, also is universal 
and is so by biological necessity.

There appear then to be four elemental dyadic relationships of which 
all possible forms of kin organization are composed: the mother-gonitor dyad, 
the mother-pater dyad, the mother-child dyad and the pater-child dyad. The 
latter two may be grouped under the heading of the ''parent-child" relationship. 
Within the mother-child and pater-child relatione, it is not logically necessary 
that the role of parent be fulfilled by one person only, nor is it empirically 
always so.

Although socio-cultura] influences may be so strong as to replace the above- 
mentioned biologically-rootc'l links, such as in the case of adoption, in general 
existing biological ties are strengthened and molded to fit the requirements of 
a specific societal context. The biological ties are not merely reinforced by 
cultural normation, but shaped into relationships of a culturally specific nature. 
T-ihat motherhood, fatherhood, married state or childhood actually means, depends 
on the culture in which it takes place.

We shall henceforth deal v/itb ’inship as a social concept, as a creation 
of society and leave the biological aspects for what they are. A kin group is an 
arrangement of persons that laiy serve the attainment of various sanctioned social 
and personal ends, but performs at least the follovfing functions, corresponding 
with abovementioned element«*7 dyads :

1) Regulation of such sexual behaviour v-zhich is intended to lead to pro
creation

2) Reproduction
3) At least .some aspects of cliild socialization
The only function it fu].fill.s exclusively is reproduction; the functions 

associated with sexuality and socialization laay be shared with other



institutions.—
Kinship, stripped to ch« bars sssentials, thus consists of mother-pater, 

mother-genltor and parent-child relationships. Any explanation of reproductive 
behaviour, couched in terms of changes, that make themselves felt in these 
particular universal relations, may claim applicability to any kinship structure.

III.l. Parent-Child Relationship
It has recently been en vogue within the sociology of fertility to seek 

explanations of fertility in terms of the utility of the child to its parents.
A change in the balance between costs and benefits of the child for its parents 
would result in a change in their desired family size and, accordingly, in a 
change in reproductive behaviour.

The most elaborate and so|iisticated of such reasonings have been accumulating 
in the field of micro-economic theories of fertility around the persons of 
Gary Becker, Harvey Leibenstein̂ '̂  and Richard Easterlin^^ Relevant theoretical 
and methodological material of a slightly different nature has been provided by 
Kenneth Terfeune and Sol Kaufman as will as Fawcett c.s. 15,

CENTRO LATINOAMERICANO DE DEMOCRAFIA
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12/ Conceiving the concept of kinship as a complex of basic relations, which
fulfill certain elementary functions, does not necessarily imply that these 
relations are represented simultaneously in a stable group of any form. The 
sexual dyad, for example, may be segregated from the parent-child and 
mother-pater relationships. We shall however assume that the woman in the 
mother-genitor and the mother-child relationships is the same person.

13/ Hawthorne op. cit. sunsarlzes the views of these authors; a more thorough 
discussion of Becker's approach is to be found in: Boone A. Turchi: "Micro- 
Economic Theories of Fertility: A Critique", Social Forces, Sept. 1975,
Vol. 54(1). Judith Blake also expresses herself in terms of the utility 
of the child, introducing the term "opportunity costs" (adopted from 
economic theory of consumer behavior) we shall use the term comparison- 
level- for-alternatives, to explain such mechanisms as we shall see. (See 
for example: Judith Blake: "Reproductive Motivation and Population Policy"
(1971) in E. Pohlman (ed) "Population, a clash of Prophets", Mentor Book,
Signet, New American Library, 1973.

14/ Richard A. Eaaterlin: "The Modernization of Family Reproductive Behavior".
Paper delivered at the Symposium on Population and the Family, Honolulu,
Aug. 1973.

15/ Kenneth Terhune and Sol Kaufman; "The Family Size Utility Function", Demography, 
Vol. 10, N"4, Nov. 1973. See for a brief theoretical overview of approaches 
similar to the one developed here: J.T. Fawcett and F.S. Arnold. "The Value 
of children: theory and method:, East-West Center, Honolulu (1973, Reprint N* 35.)
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We shall proceed by proposing a synthesis of such studies based on 
fundamental psychological mechanisins involved in deciding whether or not 
to have another child. Thibaut and Kelly's perspective of group processes, 
applied to our problem, offers a theoretical model which integrates all 
relevant xssues.—

It should be stated beforehand that this theoretical analysis of the 
factors determining the value of the child to its parents may in principle 
be substituted by any other framework (such as those developed by Hoffman 
and Hoffman or Easterlin) if considered more useful.

III.1.1 Analysis and Concepts used in determining the Utility of the Child
1. In speaking of the "parent-child relation", we refer to the relation

hbetween parents with ̂  children and a child of birth order n+1.
2. We define the "utility" of the parent-child relation to the parent as the 

balance o§ the perceived (economic and non-economic) benefits and costs 
attached to the relation.

3. The "benefits" of children refer to the functions they serve for parents, 
or the needs they fulfill. Coats refer to what must be lost and/or 
sacrificed to obtain a value in a particular way, in our case by having 
the child.— ^

4. We define the "comparison-level" (CL) as the average utility-value 
attained from all relations with the external world: it is the standard 
by which the "attractiveness" of the parent-child relation# is measured.

5. We define the "comparisen-level for alternatives" (CL-alt) as the most 
favourable utility-value obtainable from accesible alternatives to the 
parent-child relation.

6. The CL may be higher than the CL-alt or vice versa
On the basis of these postulates, it is possible to set up an exhaustive 
classification of anti-netalistic or pro-natalistic situations within the 
parent-child relationship (Fig. I).

16/ John W. Thibaut and Harold H. Kelley: "The Social Psychology of Groups", 
John Wiley and Sons, 1969-p.l-31.

17/ Definitions under point 3 adopted from Louis W. Hoffman: "A Psychological 
Perspective on the value of children to Parents: Concepts and Measures in 
James T. Fawcett (ed.) "The Satisfactions and Costs of Children: Theories, 
Concepts, Methods", East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, December 1972.
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+ C
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,̂ _£L-alt 
* CL

+ = pro-natalistic situation
- « anti-natalistic situation
“ position of the utility of the 

child in relation to CL and 
CL-alt

If the expected utility of having the next child lies beneath the CL and 
the CL-alt, it will not be desired (anti-natalistic situation).
If the expected utility of having the next child lies below the CL but
above the CL-alt, it will be desired (pro-natalistic situation).
If the expected utility of having the next child lies above the CL and the
CL-alt, it will be desired (pro-natalistic situation).
If the expected utility of having the next child lies above CL but below 
CL-alt, the alternative will be preferred and the child will not be 
desired (anti-natalistic situation).
If our classification of pro-natalistic and anti-natalistic situations 
in the kinship unit is Indeed exhaustive and exclusive, we may conclude 
that fertility regulation is possible through raising or lowering the 
utility of the child to the parent.

This can be done by: 1 / Raising or lowering the costs of the child;
2 / raising or lowering the benefits of the

child;
3 / raising or lowering CL-alt;
4 / raising or lowering CL

Since our main objective is to systematize approaches to lower the
birthrate, we shall briefly exemplify possible strategies of fertility
reduction as illustrations of these mechanisms. All examples are realistic:

18/they are being carried out in various parts of the world.—

18/ Except for those mentioned under 111.1.5.A.
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III.1.2. Fertility Retiuction by raiaing the costs of the child
A. _tĥ  might be affected by

making parents aware of the possible negative consequences of 
large family sire for themselves and the country as a whole. 
Communication atrategies propagating the small family as a happy 
family or family planning as a patriotic duty fall into this 
category. Population education may also create an awareness of the 
macro consequences of combined private actions with respect to 
family formation.

B. ^isin^ ¿COTomlc_ c£s_ts_ô  t_ĥ  c M W  could for example be 
planned by compulsory education laws making the child dependent 
on its parents for a longer period of time and depriving parents 
of the child's contribution to the family income. Modifications 
of family policies intended to compensate parents for the costs 
of living of their children, by limiting the number of children 
that the government will support in one family and other legis
lative measures might be considered under this heading.

III.1.3 Fertility Reduction by Lowering the Benefits of the Child
could be carried

out by a measure coTirp lament ary to compulsory education: the 
introduction of restrictions on child labour. Although such a 
twin set of msssures would undoubtedly lower the utility of the 
child for its parents, it is obvious that their execution is 
difficult in less developed areas and that it would be difficult 
to enforce such laws, Seeking ways to prevent children from 
fulfilling traditional functions, is of course only reasonable 
if alternative institutions have been created to fulfil] such 
functions.

B. Rê û ing_tlie_n̂ n̂ ecoriomî  might be attempted
by executing an influence on cultural elements enhancing the value

"fif C)CdiMpl€ I 3of having children. ̂  less "mother-oriented" socialization of 
girls and a less rigid role segregation in general seem advisable
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in this perspective in western societies. Socialization practices 
of a given society are determined to a certain extent by their19/socio-economic and political structures,—  ̂ thereby singling out
different characteristics as constituents of the male and female
role in different societies. Delibeaately influencing the "contents"
of sex roles seems preferable to letting such roles adju% themselves
to changed structural conditions by trial and error. In developing
countries there are various cultural elements favouring high fertility
such as the hindú requirement of a son to carry out certain religious

20/ceremonies or the central american "machismo". Pohlman—  discusses 
a wide variety of culturally determined "advantages" of having children. 
An organized attack upon such cultural rudiments of a formerly functional 
value system would reduce the non-economic benefits of the child.

III.1.4 Fertility reduction by raising CL-alt
A. Fai,slnĝ  implies the translocation of the economic

functions of the kinship unit to other societal institutions.
Dissolution of the family as a production-unit is an element in
the structural differentiation of the kinship institmtion, a
process resulting in functional specialization of family roles.
Alternative institutions arise, taking over some of the family's
functions,' educational systems, social security laws, banks
(providing credit), insurance companies, etc. This process has

. 21/been considered a necesssry condition for fertility {«doevvin—  
and it is also avident that such developments are crucial within 
our explanatory framework since a low CL-alt precludes an anti- 
natalistic situation: only if the utility of the child is above 
CL-alt can an anti-natalistic situation occur.

19/ See for example: Alex InkelSs: Society, Social Structure and Child Socialization, 
in J.A. Clausen (ed) "Socialization and Society", Little Brown and Co., Boston 
1968. Schalsky also dedicates a paragraph of his book to the subject (op. cit) . 
The statement if furthermore obviously in agreement with historical structural wdcAii.t VC reasoning.

20/ Edward Pohlman: "The Psychology of Birth Planning", Schenkman Publishing Co.
Incl, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1969.

21/ Among others by Freedman (op, cit) and Goldscheider, Calvin: "Population 
Modernization and Social Structure", Little Brown & Co. Boston, 1971.
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The policy implications are that the development process should 
be coordinated in such a fashion that the CL-alt does rise, for 
example seeking measures which attain a certain social or economic 
goal but synchronously affect the CL-alt. If, for example, policies 
of integration of adult females in the economically active population 
are planned, occupational opportunities should be created which are 
incompatible with a large number of offspring.

An increase in the level of CL-alt can, thus, be accomplished 
by structuring the availability of attractive social items in such 
a manner that they are not attainable with large family size, thereby 
confronting the parents with a choice between either a large number 
of children or these items. It seems plausible that ’’items" such as 
social security benefits, social mobility or housing fatlilities are 
viable to such manipulation.

B. ^is^n^ _tĥ  group in traditional society
fulfills many functions besides economic functions. Indeed, it has been 
suggested that traditional society is "kinship dominated" and a decline 
in such dominance may be considered a prerequisite or at least a 
correlate of fertility decline.

The kinship unit in contemporary societies, developing and
developed alike, maintains important non-economic functions and
stimulation of alternative need-fulfillment is relevant as a strategy
of fertility reduction #n the traditional as well as the modern
context. Changes from ascribed to achieved status, opejfning alternative
channels to social mobility than having a powerful family; changes in
the "feminine role" institutionalizing legitimate alternatives of
self-fulfillment to childbearing and childbearing; "collectivization"
of housework and chilcljEearing, the introduction of "pre-kindergartens,
etc. might be considered as strategies to raise the non-economic 

22/CL-alt.—  '

22/ We note that a more egalit.irian position of the woman in society, although 
worthwhile in itself, does not automatically lead to a decline in the utility 
of a child. It does so, if a risa in CL-alt is involved. In our situation D, 
for example, providing child-care facilities to encourage female employment 
might "have the adverse effect of enabling working women to have the larger 
families they always wanted, but the strain of the two roles liad prevented 
before". It should be carefully considered whether the measure proposed does 
indeed lead to a rise in CL-alt. An integration of social policy for the 
amelioration of the position of woman in society with population polffiiy would 
thus entail giving priority to measures that serve both objectives. Measures 
which improve the position of the woman by giving her attractive alternatives to motherhood and housework do so.
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III.1.5 Fertility reduction by raising; the comparison level
A. ^isi.n£ J:hê ECONOTffC_CT̂ . The CL is the result of all utilities

experienced in relations with the external world, a kind of
"indiference rone", determined by what one is accustomed to.
As far as the economic aspect of CL is concerned, the "standard
of living" ia a similar kind of "average-value". An item, the
value of which lies above the standard of living is desirable,
as a relation is attractive if it provides utilities above CL.
The standard of living is an important ingredient in CL. A rise
in the standard of living has been hypothesized by various 

23/authors—  to result in temporary increase and thereafter in a
decline of fertility. Such a fluctuation in fertility is what 
we could expect since an increase in the standard of living is 
initially an increase in the available resources wrhich might be 
expended on additional children in the "potentially pro-natalistic" 
families of our situation D; but as more favorable utilities 
are also obtained from other relations with the external world, 
the CL which is an average, goes up. As one get.« more accustomed 
to being better off and has the child, that one has always wanted, 
but could never afford, the utility of the child declines relative 
to the rising CL and may even decline in absolute terms (due to 
mechanisms postulated by Heer for example), thereby reaching a 
lower level than it had before the change in the standard of 
living.
The result is a rise in fertility and thereafter a decline.

If there are indeed such mechanisms at v7ork in the rises in24/fertility which soraetiries accompany early modernization,—  
a way of "skipping" the fertility hump and proceeding with the 
decline, would be to ensure that the CL-alt remains high or goes 
up, thereby attracting the increase in resources to other "itmas" 
than children and leaving the "potential" for children unrealized.

23/ David M. Heer: "Economic Development and Fertility" in "Social Demography" 
Thomas il. Ford and Gordon F. de Jong (eds.), Prentice Hall, 70,p.273-293 
Laibenstein'3 Work (1957) a.s discussed in Hawthorne, op. cit. p. 71 ate. 
Easterlin also theorized about the causes of the<j'(op. cit.).

plAiiAow \fl24/ Davis refers to this phenomenon in his oft-quoted article "Will Current 
Family Planning Programs Succeed?".
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We must realize that raising CL is difficult by definition since it 
is an "average" (though a weighted one) and raising it implies changing 
a large number of salient relations which parents entertain with their 
world. This element seems to be the least manipulable of the variables 
determining the utility of the child but policies for improvement of 
the standard of living are essastially identical with development 
policies being carried out the world over.

B. ^h¿ _NOK-ECOT̂ M̂ C_n,. An important non-economic aspect of the
parents' CL is their health condition. The general "state of physical", 
mental and social well-being" of the parents will colour all relations 
with the external world equally, thereby leaving the utility level of 
the child unaffected. An aspect of health care which would, however, 
affect this utility, by raising CL, is Mother and Child Health (MCH), 
which focuses on issues relevant to the child's utility (on "salient" 
issues that is), leaving other aspects of health care unaffected.

In situations prevailing in many developing countries, where
frequent pregnancies affect maternal health and frequent infant and
child mortality constantly thin out recent birth cohorts, we may
expect an improvement of MCH to have a number of mutually reinforcing
effects, of biological and soci-psychological nature. We would only
expect a fertilty decline to occur where the socio-cultural reaction
to the improved health situation leads to a rise in CL, that is to a
change in the criteria with which the "value" of a child is measured.
An increase in the confidence of keeping a child alive, which makes
the next child less urgently required, would entail a decline in the
utility of the next child and would thus lead to fertility reduction
(provided the decision to avoid that birth is effectively reached and
carried out). Such processes would take some time to gain cultural
acceptance (though the "lag" might be reduced by an effective communication
strategy) and the first effect of an improvement of the health situation
would be expected (and has been demonstrated) to be an increase in fertility

9 5 /due to the outcome of biological processes.-̂
25/ See for example: Samuel II. Preston: "Health Programs and Population Growth" 

in "Population and Development Review", Dec. 1975, Vol. I, N° 2; and Shea Rutstein and Vilma Medica: "The Effects of Infant and Child Mortality 
on Fertility in Latin America", CELADE, abril 1975, Santiago, Chile.
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If our reasoning has been correct an MCH program would eventually 
contribute to a decline in the utility of the child and such health 
policy measures could also profitably be included in an integrated social- 
population-policy. This is somethiiTg which needs no advocating since there 
is some degree of integration of family planning with health services 
in all existing family planning programs. Family planning organizations 
often reside under the Ministry of Health: where this is not the case, 
there is close operation. It should, however, be realized that though modern 
medical technology and public health policies may reduce infant and child 
mortality at a much faster rate than has been the case in the VJest, the 
decline levels off at a rather high level, which cannot be further reduced 
without improvements in the standard of living.

III.2. THE HOTHER-PATER DYAD

We have interpreted kinship as a complex of relations and thus far have 
directed our attention to one of these relationships, notably that between 
parent and child. For a change in the utility of the child to have any 
effect upon the fertiltiy level, the decision to alter reproductive behavior 
and/or age of entry into union must be made in the kinship units of 
society. The question at hand in: how does such a decisionmaking process 
evolve, what are the pre-requisites for such a decision to be reached 
and of course, what can we do to improve the effectively of the decision
making unit in this regard? We shall discuss the pre-requisites for an 
efficient execution of this decision, which takes place in the sexual 
dyad under that heading. It is important to realize that such factors 
become increasingly important for effective birth prevention in indus
trialized societies, where the utility of the child has declined to a moderate 
or low level.

With the decline of mortality, often accompanied by a reduction of 
the average age at Tnarriage, the span of life spent in the reproductive
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period expands, while the deaired family sise decreases. We mEi;'- estimate that, 
in a contemporary industrialized society-- about half of the women In the repro
ductive period are at riS;; of becoming pregnant, while they do not intend to 
have any more cliildren.*̂  ̂ An average age of completed family b I e s  of 5 0  is 
a reasonable estimate, whil* menopause may be e::pected around the 45th year 
of age. [ThareforG, highly affective birth control iB to be practiced by 
couples during a large number of years, covering about half of the reproductive 
period of the woman, if they are to limit their family to desired siEe. It 
appears to be worthwhile to investigate which factors promote adequate 
adaptation to such an antl-natallstlo situation.

The decxsiou-iaaiing unit ao to having the next child or not, has been 
documented to include people with differing relationships to the pater(s) and 
riiater(j) in question, Tlie aather of one of the parents is often consulted on 
such occasions, as ore other female menber'3 of the family, the doctor and 
possibly neigliboura and friands, tut the male a m  female members of society who 
are to be responsible for th* child, alvfays ta.:e pert in the decision, albeit 
that one party may have a larger say in the matter than the other. The 
decision-unit may thus be ooaipooed of various people but al̂ Taya includes the 
mater-pater dyad.

Tlie deoi£3lon about the age at marriage ta.:es place outside the reproductive 
unions and is taken by the spouses - to - be or otlaer family members. Although 
there ure historical examplaa of fertility decline due to a rise in age at 
marriagaVupon fertility have been calculated and discussed in detail, we shall 
limit our discussion to r«p|*ductive decislon-Eial:ing within unions and leave 
tlie declsion-iaeldJQg aa to Hi« age of entry into unions out of the picture.

In principle an anHlogvas line of reasoning to tiiat referring to reproductive 
dee is ion-making is applicabls: changes in the utility of the child affect the
age at whlcli ijarriage cai' be contracted and reproduction may follow. 5or 
axaiaple ttie position of feoale migrants In developing countries who aspire 
ffiiiploymeut as domestic eervaats, which is incompatible with married life (and

26/ Hyder and ffeetoff (1965) found that 61 pa-cent of their respondents "neither 
intend nor expect to have ary more children"; Paberi j (l974) calculates that 
about half of the Dutch women in the reproductive period are in such a 
situation.



having children) maÿ' be conceptual Izad ao on anti-natal is tic situation due to 
the high level of CL-alt (D in our clasaification).

At tlie "ocietal level ee may eiqpect a ohift In age at marriage to be a 
prominent rjeehanicin of llLiiting procreation vdiere birth contirol within laarriage 
1b unacceptable for cultural 3reauaiiJ3. In any case the postpanement of marriage 
implies either poatponenent of eexual relatione or the use of birth preventive 
laeaeures before time. !Ehi effective practice of birth prevention is subjeot to 
jluilar joiisiderationa outside as within unions althoû i other elements attain 
local haportouce due to tlia different nature of the relationship.

It is due to the secoaidary importance of changes in age of marriage in 
comparison to changes of reproductive behaviour v/i1hin unions In a situation of 
ijhortage of tiîe that we must dlsrotord the decisions involved in family 
for>.'Taticni.

If v/e assusic that our ̂ forta to create an anti-natalistic situation, have 
been ijuo00001111 (or such a Bituation has cpontaneouoly arisen) we may now 
establish that the mater-pater dyad rmist be aware of the {changed) situation 
and muat decide to do sometatng about it before affective birth control can be 
practiced. As Shweett puts It: "In contrast to such topics as consumer behaviour, 
childbearing does not requir* an affirmative decision. A decision is required 
only to stop or delay having children",

That the situation in iiiiich a couple woiild rather not have any more children;; 
but does not take well-deaigaed action to that effect, is not conjectura]., is 
clear in view of the cotiuon finding of 2AP-etudiee in developing countries, that 
the aotofll family alee usually exceeds desired family size and the aimllar 
situation found in oome (uciuly lower class) segiiuento of developed societies. 
Although In general, desired, family size tends to be higher than intended 
family size, and actual family ui.,e in developed countries, this does not 
.vairant the conclusion that effective family planning is generally practiced in 
ouch countries. Hesearch in the USA, The Netherlands, Belgium, ?rance and Italy, 
for e.-îample, points out that an eetimation of ,’rtüi of all births ao unplanned is 
quite optiiaistic for ouch oottitries

- 19 -

27/ Jones T. Fawcetts "The Satiafaetiona and Coots of Children" op.cit. p.9. 
Cis.sa Wiiuæl: Literatuurrapport Anticouceptie gedrag",
Nlseo, Zeiet, Decœnber 1974, p.10,11.
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The nature of birth preventlT« behaviour ueens to indicate that it will 
only tal:e place In an effective manner Ifg

1) the objective la clear to those participating in the decision;
2) there le adequate ocBimunication between the participants in the deciaicm 

(which la necessary to reach any effective decision);
3) the objective as well as the behaviour itself is liecussable within the 

daolalon mlt;
4) tliore is a preparadnasB to act to'.rar:! the objective.
If these conditions are cait, tbe kinship unit in an antinatalietic situation 

must be able to reach the ieoiaion to practice birth control within its sercual 
dyads. There are further requireicents applying to these ae.cual dyads, irtilch 
laust be fulfilled in order to carry out the decioion effectively. (We will 
discuss thESii later). Let ub now try to aubstantlnte our four deductad ijropositiona 
by a short eirposition on each theiae.

111.2,1 The objective must be clean-. We have theorised that the objective must be
e;:plicitly clear to those in/olved la the decision in order to result in ooimnit- 
ment to birtii preventive behaviour. We would e-q?ect to find effective birth 
preventive behaviour only îtn parents who are determined not to have another 
child at the moment and not with larents who are ambivalent or weakly motivated 
to prevent the ne-it birtii.

We nay state, with a sound empirical basis, that contraceptive use and 
effectiveness both increase ae the desired faiailj' aise in reached. In other 
words, e::teiit of use and effectivenese is a function of tiie motivation to stop 
at a given parity. It is a oonmon finding of recer-rch on contraceptive 
effectiveness that it is li.Lgher for couple;- .dio ha-t̂  reached their desired 
family sine, than for those have ..ot, that trj; birth preventive behaviour 
is more effective if carried out to avoid havinii aiv ¡50re children at all -than 
if carried out to postpone birth of the ne.rt chili.

Pur-fcliemore, if tlie iie atlon la included vdacther the respondents had any 
previous idea about family size, it is oonscion to find a positive correlation 
\7ith effectivenoas of birth p-eventlvc beliavlour.
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It seems iilBusiblo in view of euoh omplrloal findings that certainty of 
off active birtli preventive biitaviour requires that those in the decision-making 
unit reach an ejiplicit and deterjoiried agreement to prevent a pregnancy. Whether 
effective blrtii control will ‘oe practiced in cane of an ambivalent or implicit 
agreement is uncertain, PaberiJ suggests that liiuch will then depend on the 
contraceptive behaviour in the preceding period. If the couple has, for example, 
previously been determined to prevent a pregnancy and has thus been regularly 
using contraceptives, but is now not quite eo sure vdiether a baby is not deeirad, 
she would expect them to continue effective birth control until they decide to 
have a bat". We would then hwe a situation witia ambivalent motivation in which 
there is effective family plazming. If however, the couple has previously v/anted 
a child and has therefore not been practicing contraception, but now no longer 
really waiitu a child, she would expect a eituatioM v/ith ambivalent motivation to 
arise in v/hich ineffective contraception is practiced.

There is eunuuEurily reaaon to believe that the clearer the objective la to 
those participating in the deolsiOQ-unlt, the more confident we may be that 
effective birth preventive behaviour «ill ensue.

II1.2,:.’ GoEgimii :atiQii tylthln declBloa-unit. Assuming that a ahifi in the utility of the 
child has occurred, confronting the kinship unit with a more antl-natallotic 
situation, we nay interpret birth preventive behaviour in this novel situation 
as a specific instance of remily problem-solving ability.

Adequate conununication between spouses '.vould contribute to effective birth 
preventive behaviour a:id -..'e woiold conversely expect the decision to prevent a 
pregnancy to be impeded by loiffactive communication. Besides the claseioal 
studios of Balnwater and Hill, StJ'coa and Back, many other studies support this 
contention, finding comparatively etrong connectiono between aspects of marital 
interaction €cid contmceptlve effectiveness,

ïïe uay thus conclude that effeotive coumunication between the participants
in the decieion-ma'.iing unit does, in genersiL, proiaote effective birth preventive
behaviour, thou^ there are Indications that effeotive birth prevention may also
tal.e place within a family with rnale or female dominance if the motivation of
"the person in charge" ia strong œiough. Methods requiring regular use or
concerted efforts seem to be avoided and effeotive contraception appears to be
exception rather than inile under such circumatai'iceB. With liiis proviso, we 
feel eouf̂ î ®*̂  ^  suppoeltlon that there ia a relation between family
communication and effective birth preventive behaviour.
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III.2.3 !The dlsoussablll'tjy of birth preventive behavioiuc. Eeachlug a joint decision to 
prevent a pregnaiioy requires not only that those participating in the decision 
can Gounaunicate freelĵ  ijut also that the subject natter is not considered too 
delicate a topic to dvïell upon. This implies timt sesnal behaviour and contra- 
oeptive usage must be discussable. That this is often not the case, even 
between sê oial ïartners, has been dooumented, in numerous studies. Approy.i’̂ately 
half of the respondents were, for eï»raple, found not to discuss sexual matters 
with their spouses In the Foorto Bico study and in nural Paî istan.-̂ ^

111.2, , Preparedness to act. Only if one renlizoe that It is poaoi.j_e to do something
about it, will a decision be reached to prevent a childbirth. This implies, in 
general, an active stance in life in .vhich one tal.ea measures to influence one's 
own future and in particular, confidence in tiie effectivity of the measures under 
consideration. We would thus expect "efficacy" and "faith in the reliability 
of available m^ne of birth control" to be related viith birth preventive 
behaviour.

Ones we have defined "efficacy" with HBling as "faith In the ability to 
infliiance one's ovm fate and willingnees to solve one's own problems", it is 
clear that this is a familiar concept, which occupies a central position In 
studies on subjects such as "achloveraeat-uotl̂ -ation", "competence", Hotter's 1-E 
Eoale" "fate-oontrol" "oaatory" etc. A cou«iuera'.>ie number of empirical studies 
have related such variablee to contraceptive effectiveneoe and dei'̂ ionstrated a 
significant positive relationehip.

111.2. J iTno else participates in tlie decision ma-lî g procoua? Althou^ the male and
female adults v.ho are socially and legally responsible for the olilld are always 
tai.en up in tlie decision-mailing prooees, it is essential for a policy of 
fertility reg-ulatlon to réalité that tiiere are otJiers involved in the dacieion 
aloo.

An attempt to influence tbs parent's decision î y fail due to resistance

29/ J.A. de Vries: "Some Cultural and Socio-Peychological factors Affecting liale
Paaily Planning DeoiBloa-fcflng Behavioir in lAiral Pakistan". In: D.G-. Jongmana, 
H.J.M. Olaassen: "The Neglected Pactetr". Van Goriom, Asoen, The Netherlands.
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of other neubcro of the deci«ion-unit. Sinoe there is such a wide trajas-cultural 
variation auong those taoliided in the daolaian-imit, it is inpoasible to say 
anything in general about the other participauta in the decision.

Recognition of the fact that there are otiier participants in the decía ion 
\anit, who oay exert deelaire Influanoe, however, inpliea the neceaalty in each 
cultural conte:h: to study the deciaion-unlt, in order to distinguish the :ey 
figures in the decislon~ipa.cliig procesa. This may open the possibility to direct 
a speoial comniunlcation effort tov/ards the opinion leaders.

A Ejuggestlve example in case .jay be medical personnel, ÍTuacroue atudies in 
developing as well aa developed societies indicate that physicians may not be 
willing to give contraceptivo advice or may not have sufficient up-to-date .now- 
ledge to 30 do correctly. Tarioua publications suggest to Improve this situation 
by adaptation of the curricula of modlcal schools.

II1.2,6 Fertility reduction by promoting birth preventive decision. If our analysis lias 
been correct, effective birth preventive behaviour should be furthered by 
neasures v/liichi

- stiailate lin-groupu to sat a reproductive target early in the reproductive period;
- stimulate effective ooomiunloation between the participants in the decision 
nia':iag process}

- !ua..a birth preventive behaviour more dlBcusaabie within the deciolon-unit}
- stimulate the preparetoeoB to act l̂y promoting efficacy, an attitude of 
planning for one's ow® future.

Various aspects of poptiletlor. policies proposed or cEirried out can be 
classified under such deoiBian-promoting factors. We have in mind for er-caciple: 
sex-education, population education, family life education, contraceptive 
informatioi: programo, family planning olinlo counseling, ante-, and post-partum 
covnsellng etc.

These policies promote effective birth-preventive decision-miring ty 
Btimulating the dlscueaablli^ of sexuality, reproductive target setting in the 
young reproductive years and efficacy, though they are seldom explicitly designed 
to promote decision-aa.cing.

We may therefore conclude that, although we have been able to find policy 
maaBurea iidiich appear to affect birth iireventive deolslon-ma.xLng processes.
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III. 3

little is done esplicitly tar that reason. If there is, however, any truth in 
the monotonously reiterated KAP findings, that people in developing countries 
have ijore children than thê  *ant, md that they visually onow about -and have 
positive attitudes toward- birth control but aeldom practice it, the birth- 
preventive decision appears ta be the .:ey mlBsing factor. We have also argued 
that tliere are large groupa oi people in industrxEilined societies who do not 
succeed in ef'fective family planning and that a crucial deterainsuit thereof is 
absence of the decision to regulate epacing and number of children. Hecognition 
of these facts seems to lufitliy explicitly taking up the promotion of birth 
preventive decialon-ija-.ing within the .Jjiship units of society as a sutgoal in 
population policy. Efforts oould then be ^atematloally directed toward that 
end.

Ilother-Qenitor Dyad, We may agree with Hawthorne that "although a strong 
motivation to achieve a particular ffc-ally size ia a necessary condition to 
contraceptive effectivanesa, it ia not sufficient", The decision to limit 
raiiily size lias to be carried out diligently in order to guarantee success.

Efi’ectiva birth preventive behaviour within tlie aeicual dyad presupposes 
adequate "throughput" of infonuatlon througti tlie (personality- or social-) system, 
from the decision-unit to the actioa-unit. Tranoniosion of information between 
various elements of a system proceeds laore effectively, the lees rigid the 
divisiwi of labour, the role-aegregation and the status hierarchy, that ie the 
less segregated tte various paeitions within the sj'̂stem are.

In principle we have mada no assumptions as to the aioultaneous presence 
of genitor and pater in the idnship unit nor about the lasting presence of one 
or more geuitorc at all, for that flatter. In order not to needlessly complicate 
our argamesntation at this poijit, ainee geni-cor and pater are synonymous in the 
.joint or nuclear .dnship units in most of the populations of the world today, 
we shall assume that they are the same peruon. Uccspt for rare cases such as 
natriaroliai or metrifooal cocletieî  (where available data confirm our proposition 
integration of the genitor in the xinahip unit means integration of sexuality 
within family life.

!P  '•

jO/ Wolf Blee- for e:»mpla reports that contraception is acceptable only for 
extranarltol se:oial relations and that tubectoiiy is tlia preferred metliod of 
birth control in a ghanigoi aiatri-lineage (see Bleek's contribution to 
Jongmans and Claessen op.oit.).



Efficieat goal attainiWBit furthermore inpllae an insight into the available 
olteznativee and into the affectivoness of these alternativea, in order to 
chooae the most eultable lln« of action.

Efficient fennily planning thus pre-aupposea nowledge of aviable means of 
birth control, of the reliability of these laeana, of where to obtain the necessary 
servicaa, and how to use the methods properly.

ffa would, thus, expect nore effective birth preventive behaviour to ensuet
- the more integrated aex is in married life;
- the more .nowledge prcvalla of birth preventive measures;
- the more favorabl* are the attitudes held toward birth control.

Wo shall examine these propositions consecutively.

III.u.l Sex in married life. Of all possible laanifaetationB of sexuality v;e are only 
concerned ?rlth those which occur within the reproductive units of society. We 
need not embarge upon the taok of see :lng to define sexuality in general, but 
may confine ourselves to hstcro sexual intercourse within the sexual dyads.

We shall attempt to demaostrate that there is an association between ee.cual 
relations within Ejarriage and the effectiviti’̂ birth preventive behaviour.
This does however, by no meoas, imply that there is anything lice a monocausal 
relation bot̂ veen sexual behaviour and birth control. We may agree with Turner 
that the relationship between sexual ad.iuatnent and marital adjustment la 
reciprocal and that sexual adjustment in marriage is more effect than oauea of 
general marriage adjustment, "Since the ee.aial relationship ia only one 
feature of a complex and coaprehenBiye relationahip, there ie more scope for 
sexual adjuBtmmit to be facilitated or damaged by the total marriage pattern 
than for the reverse effect to occur"

We have maintained that eoramunication between spouses is a crucial determi
nant of the effectiveness of birth prevention and tills applies in optima forua 
to the veî=" "embodiment" of oommunioatiom sexual intercourse. It is, therefore, 
difficult to regard sexuality in isolation of other aspects of the relationahip. 
Let U8 neverthelese tiy to coapartmentaliBS aercual relations from the rest of 
tile marriage, recognising that this component riiay Independently exert a certain 
influence on blirth prevention but may also be vievzed as a sensitive indicator of 
the general situation in tha aaritsd relationahip.

■31/ Halph ri. Tumeri "Pamlly Interaction", John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1970,page ,3.32.
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Hye and Besrardo describe three types of heterosexual intercoxiree within 
marriage, varying considerably' in Intensity and meaning, which often occur in 
sequence.
Novelty eext The sexually inexperienced regard se;: with a combination of 
curiosity and excitement. The attraction is in tlie fact that it is a new 
e;cperience, a new relationship, in the idea of the act rather than the act 
itself.
Individually oriented sen one or both partners :isy achieve sê xial gratification 
without reapouse on the part of the other, the orgasm of each is a separate, 
individually oriented event.
Uutual stimulation se:-:i It occurs only when both spouses desire it. The 
arousal of each partner becomes a ctiiaulus for further arousal of the other 
until orgasm results. Both partners are 11 :ely to reach orgasm at about the 
same time, since both are tuied in to the feelings of the other as well as their 
own. "Besides providing gratification for both spouses, this type of Intercourse 
differs from otiier̂, in that it produces more pleasure in the period prior to 
orgasm and more intense orgaaciic experience. This tliird type involves restraint 
and control-̂ restraint in that it can occur only v.-hen both partners actively want 
intercourse; control in that each pertuer ..lust coxitrol arousal to approximately 
that of the other''.

We shall a.̂ amina the birth prevantivo effectiveness in each of these types 
of marital intercoi.uree,

We may' be short about novelty ae:;j birth preventive behaviour is ineffective 
under ouch conditions and its occuri’ence ia rare within marital unions.

Individually oriented ett ia in general less favorable for effective birth 
control tha;i mutual stimulation sex. Hainwater for ei-iample (l960-TTS) distinguishes 
between "ae:oial relations of mutuality" and "rejection". Tlae former are 
characterized by mutual genital interest, co-operation and ^cuasion; it ia liiore 
lil.ely that fanale applicants will be used by these couples and used more 
consistently and rationally-. The latter ralntionaiiipa are characterized by the 
w if e 's  d i s t a s t e  fo r  the  sexual in te r e s t  the man has in  h e r , lack of co o p era tio n  
and em otional d is ta n c e ; in  th ese  couples i t  i s  ¡jore likely that there will be a

5̂2/ B, Ivan Nye and Belix 21. lerardot "The Baally", licMillan Co., New York, 197̂ , pp, 129-:̂  Jl.
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aporadlc use of male applioants, with little effectirenees,-
Raiii;¥ater'□ 196L' otudy (flS) also fiada a strong relationahip between seicual 

enjoyment of tlie wife and ef/tctiTe contraceptive practice,"̂  ̂ The Importance 
of the 'milBble of sezual gratification ia also apparent from Rainwater's 
finding in the middle claos "that Tfeeti there is an equal degree of interest in 
ae:ciBl relations, the couple Is more lilcely to adopt effective contraceptive 
practice before birth of the last wanted child than if either the wife or the 
husband enjoys ae.;aaal relations more than the otlier ,.. The great majority of 
those coupleo who have equal anjoyment of se:aial relations (and are effective 
Gontraceptors) are very positive in their interest in marital ae-cuality and 
only a minority are mildly positive. Thuu, in most cases, the association of 
effective contraception with equal en.ioyment accoapanles very positive sexual 
relations on the part of both partners. In contract, ineffective practice is 
associated i,)orticiilarly wlla a sexual relationship in which the wife enjoys sex 
more than her husband, or in which he enjoys se;: but she does not exhibit a 
positive in tore Lit in it. «lî e there is equal interest in se:iual relations, 
the couple io more co.iTortabLe about sezoial relations and has leas anxiety which

35/might interfere with the adoption of effective contraception".— '
Bac : and Baas state that the degree of sexual gratification varies quite 

mar .edly by social class and within the lower class also by conjugal role 
relationahip. "In turn sexual gratification appears to be related to contra
ceptive effectiveness in U3 »mples. In abort, Jinerican v/omen expressing greater
seznal gratification seem to accept and dlscuBS contraception ciore easily".'

Prom .juua accounts as wall as others, included in Winlrel’s literature 
survey, a uattem emerges which be illustrated by the follcfwing diagram:

3 6 /

2j/ Haw tiionie op.cit., Pohlj®ii op.clt.
3t/ Lee Rainvvateri "Family leaignt ISarital Oer-mality, Panily Size and Contra

ception", 1963, Aldine, Fubli^ing Co., Chicago.
¿2/ Rain.vater op.clt., p. f-;l and following,
56/ Hurt W, Bac.: and Paula H* Hass, "Family Structure and Fertility Control", 

in Jaues T. Fawcett "Payihologlcal Perspectives on Population", 1973.
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We are thus of opinion that affective birth preventive behaviour is in general 
aaeociated with a certain typa of sexual relatLonahip within laarriage and add that 
cultural factors (educational level and aocialiaation practices for ê jample) are 
important deteminants of the nature of thlc Be-oial relationship.

III.3.2 Knowledge of and Attitudes toward Sirth Preventive Measfures and other Sactors
determining ehoige of birtli preventive technique

The partners in a companionata oarrlage in an anti-natails tic situation nwet 
adopt effective birth preventive oeasures in order to succeed in limiting their 
offspring to the desired number. Very effective measures indeed have to be 
consistently utilised if unwanted pregnaacles are to be avoided effectively on 
a societal level.

ffeotoff and Westoff refft to a study by Eobert Potter and James Salroda in 
the following v/ordingj '̂ iBbgtne a group of couples desiring three children 
moderately spaced over 20 years of marriage vlio are practicing contraception with 
99 percent effectiveness, B »  three birthc occur '.vithin the first 5 years of 
marriage and they face 15 y*a»s of expoBure to the risk of an un'ivanted child.
Only two-third3 of the couplaa can expect to escape without an additional, 
unwanted pregnancy. Some '¿8 percent will end up ’with a total of four children,
5 percent will have five ohlUren and n tiny fraction will have at least six, 
of v^ioh three would be un'.'nated. If the level of contraceptive effectiveness is 
95 rather than 99 percent, 13 percent would theoretically be able to limit
tlieir fertility to three birltui. Ibout 51 percent v;ould have four children, 
another 51 percent would experience five, and the remaining 25 percent could
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e;;pect at leaet throe imweuited pregnancies"
In order to oa::e a reaXiatic choice aoong the various contraceptive jaeasures, 

In due rocognitlOB of the rlak of becoming i)regnaiit anyway, the partners mußt 
biovi the alternativea and have an idea about the reliability thereof.

The choice of birth ireveutive measure depends on various faotoro, beaides 
those diecuased under the heading of the decision unit, which Eiay be auminarlsed 
under the categories of knowledge, acceptability and attainability of the various 
measures. Such factors have, in general, recently received ample attention In 
family planning programs where efforts have been directed towards increasing 
each of these factors. Due to ahortage of time, we shall not discuss) in detail 

pertaining to the creation of a more antinatalistlc set of 
intermediate variables.

III.".3 Birth control by affecting the serual dyads of society
G-oveniuient measures designed to eiffect the aeicual relatione within ¡aarital 

unions are rare. Beeldea extension of sexual- and family-education, measures 
pointing in tliat direction might include raising the minimuni age at marriage for 
females, thereby reducing the age differential between husband and wife, corrosion 
of family networda, in which the wife oecupiee an inferior position, prohibiting 
arranged marriage a etc.

Dexual relations vfithln marriage are noviherc regulated by law (except for 
eavere phyoioal maltreatment). Sexual laws in general attempt to limit ea:iual 
Intercourse to marital xmlone and restrict sexual actlvlties outside marriage.

ilarital intercourse patterns are not viable to state manipulation.

IT. IBTSH'.lEDniTE VARIABLES

The miuahip unit with a given utility of tlie child, given decision-making 
ability and given birth-preventive effectivaness liao a limited number of possibili
ties by -v-diich its reproductive targets can be achieved. Davla and Blake have 
claaelfled these intermediate variables through '.vhich any influence on societal

37/ Leslie Aldridge, Westoff and Charles T. Westoff: "Prom Now to Zero", Little 
Broim d Co., 196£i, p. 70-71. A more elaborate ei'Cplanation of v?hy this is so

inj
f  1 o w n  r »  i l a w r o  i r i n k  i r  > t r  _Soran Ohlln:
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nuErt operate.
It hac become cuetoiaaiy within the aoeiology of fertility to use their 

terminology vdien diBcuBsiiig relevant topics. A large body of literature is thus 
available v/hich pertains to the various inteimediata variables. No attempt will 
be made to reduce it to a mjanaary and it is assumed that the reader has a notion 
of the vvortin̂  of theoe variable a and tlie atteupto to influence fertility 
through their ioaiiipulation.

V. dIMIABY

The paraiigoafor the eiplanatlon of fertility variation which we have 
attempted to work out, may be suamariEsd by the following diagranu

we have attempted to lâ v lown an t'.;iilanatory frâ êworic from vdiich any comprehensive 
culturally specific explanation of fertility variation may be deduced and which 
□ay oerva as a basis for the integration of fertility regulation within n 
poi’Ulation policy and development planning.

The basic hj^pothesia ie that each unit in tlae diagraLi consists of a. necessary 
llniw in the elialn of caucotion and that f e r t i l i l y  decline therefore may only occur 
ii' (l) tlie structural situation of the society (lacro level) changes and (2) causes 
a decline in the utility of the child ir: the xlnahip linito of society (?) leading
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to the decioiou to postpone narrla^ or restrict reproduction within unione 
which declaio'i ( ) has to be earned out eifeotlvely by an adaptation of 
reproductive behaviour which results in (:0 ah alteration of the values of the 
’'interuadlata N-nriablea’' and finally to (6) a change in societal fertility 
levels.

Application of the paradignJto policy formlation implies strategically 
directing efiorts to the lin... which la holding up the process of fertility 
reduction and not wanting funds on independent variables which will have no 
effect since another condition for fertility reduction lo not fulfilled.
Which lin.': in the chain of oai;aatiou is oi ley importance may be inferred by 
secondary analysla of data available from fertility' curveya, EAP studies, socio- 
economio surveys of the family, of households etc. or from a survey specifically 
designed to chart the situation vrith 3x;ger.̂  to these variables.

The iiaradigmahas the pretension In its elaboration of going beyond the 
extrapolation of empif'ioal geaaerallzations by attempting to reveal why certain 
macro ','ariables, such as tha participation of the v/omen In the woricforce, or a 
decline in infant mortality aometimes leads to fertility decline but aometimes 
doesn't, iatG£pratlng such paartial explanations as encountered elsewhere, into a 
basic conprehcaasive franeworfc.
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